How Animals Talk

Photo: Alert jack rabbit. June, 2009. Released into public domain by Gi@out.

Communicate
(com·mu·ni·cate)

Photo: Asian elephants. April, 2010 ©2010 by Mohan Raj. Some rights reserved www.creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0.
Dance
(dance)


Information
(in·for·ma·tion)

- *Information* means “facts that tell you something about a person, place, event, thing, etc.”

Photo: Shelves of the Main Library of Tampere, Finland. August, 2007. ©2007 by Saruwine in en.wikipedia. Some rights reserved http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
Language
(lan·guage)

• A *language* is a system of words, phrases, and grammar used by people to communicate with each other. Examples of *languages* are English, Spanish, and German.

This teacher is teaching the English *language* to children in China.
Signals
(sig·nals)

Photo: Dakota, a grey wolf at the UK Wolf Conservation Trust, howling on top of a snowy hill. April, 2008. Released into public domain by Retron in en:wikipedia.
